CONSIDERATION TO ADOPTION

INTRODUCED

Anyone that serves on the Board may bring a consideration motion to the Chair at any time (but usually before a session meeting). If a public member has a public comment to consider something, they can reach to a Board member for comments.

FORWARDED

Consideration Motions will either (1) forwarded to committee for review or (2) be formally drafted for consideration of adoption by the decision of the Chair. Adoptions and policy additions are usually forwarded to Committee. Policy revisions and other matters will be drafted for consideration of adoption.
CONSIDERATION TO ADOPTION

PREP. FOR FULL BOARD VOTE

Once approved by Committee (if done so) and the consideration of adoption is completed, the Board can vote on the motion at any time forward. However, the consideration is posted on the appropriate upcoming session agenda for a vote by the full Board.

*Consideration Adoptions are posted on the Board’s Actions page on the scheduled session before the scheduled vote for the public to see.*

VOTE

The Chair or a member will ask for consideration of the motion. Most motions will have debate and may have amendments and can even be sent back or forwarded to Committee. The Board will vote on the motion. A simple majority passes the motion. Motions not agreed to will not be adopted and will be forwarded either to the Superintendent or the Committee on the motion for future actions.